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A B S T R A C T   

Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) is a causal factor of the coronavirus disease 2019 
(COVID-19). Drug repurposing, portraying patented drugs as a successful drug development technique, could 
shorten the period and minimize costs relative to de novo drug exploration. Recently several drugs have been 
used as anti-SARS-CoV-2 such as Remdesivir, Favipiravir, Hydroxychloroquine, Azithromycin, Lopinavir/Rito-
navir, Nafamostat mesylate and so on. Despite such efforts, there is currently no successful broad-spectrum 
antiviral countermeasures to combat SARS-CoV-2 or possibly potential CoVs pandemic. Therefore it is desper-
ately important to recognize and test widely efficient, reliable anti-CoV therapies now and in the future. 
Remdesivir and Favipiravir were more promising despite having side effects; it had prominent efficacy and ef-
ficiency while still not yet approved as the official anti-viral drug for SARS CoV-2. In this review, we summarizes 
the current drug and vaccine discovery status against SARS-CoV-2, predicting that these efforts will help create 
effective drugs and vaccines for SARS-CoV-2.   

1. Introduction 

Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS CoV-2) has 
arisen as a quickly evolving novel of human pathogen triggering severe 
respiratory illness and pneumonia-coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID- 
19) [1,2]. It is the third epidemic triggered by evolving coronaviruses in 
recent years after SARS-CoV spread in 2002, and Middle East respiratory 
syndrome (MERS-CoV) spread in 2012. SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV are 
highly related and have identical genomes and pathways for host cell 
entry [3,4]. In any case, before we can verify the origin of SARS-CoV-2, 
future research is needed. In addition to Kenneth Lundstrom et al., the 
SARS-CoV-2 S protein study compared to other coronaviruses, the 
SARS-CoV-2 proteins ORF8 and ORF10 were also targeted to shed some 
light on the origins of SARS-CoV-2, which will likely be published with 
the scientific society [5]. SARS-CoV-2 infected more than 96,877,399 
people globally as of 4:57pm CET, 23 January 2021, leading to more 
than 2,098,879 deaths, with a fatality rate of 2.14 % [6]. Effective drugs 

are desperately required to manage SARS CoV-2. While several testing, 
licensed, and repurposed medications have been proposed, preclinical 
animal model evidence will direct the quest for successful therapies by 
removing therapies lacking in vivo efficacy [7]. Remdesivir (GS-5734) is 
a nucleotide analog medication with potent antiviral activity currently 
being tested in SARS-CoV-2 clinical trials and previously obtained U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) permission for urgent use (Fig. 1) 
[8–11]. Remdesivir therapy in animal models has been positive against 
infection with MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV [9,12,13]. In vitro, SARS-CoV-2 
replication had been inhibited by Remdesivir [14,15]. As well as one of 
the most promising medications currently effective against SARS-CoV-2 
is Favipiravir, an inhibitor of RNA-dependent polymerase (RdRp) pre-
scribed to Ebola virus-infected patients, authorized for evolving influ-
enza in Japan and SARS-CoV-2 therapy in China [16–18]. Preliminary 
tests on 80 patients in China have shown that Favipiravir exerts an 
antiviral activity more effective in the treatment of SARS-CoV-2 than 
Lopinavir/Ritonavir and that no significant adverse reactions have been 
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recorded for this medication (Fig. 1) [16,18]. 
The antimalarial and immunomodulatory medication hydroxy-

chloroquine has attracted considerable interest in the multitude of drugs 
proposed as possible repurposing candidates for SARS-CoV-2 [19]. 
Following the launch of hydroxychloroquine’s preliminary positive 
findings in suppressing SARS-CoV-2 involvement in vitro [20], and a 
brief open-label, non-randomized, single treatment center research 
recording hydroxychloroquine effectiveness and possible synergistic 
interaction with macrolide antibiotic azithromycin in enhancing viral 
clearance in SARS-CoV-2 patients (Fig. 1) [21]. The US (FDA) has uti-
lized its leading authority to enable the usage of hydroxychloroquine for 
SARS-CoV-2 in situations where clinical trials are impractical or un-
feasible [22]. Nonetheless, subsequent tests could not find a significant 
advantage of hydroxychloroquine in SARS-CoV-2, although some 
showed possibly severe toxicity correlated with its use [23–27]. Nafa-
mostat mesylate, licensed by the (FDA) for indications unrelated to 
coronavirus disease, blocked SARS-CoV-2 S-mediated penetration into 
host cells with an approximately 15-fold higher efficacy than Camostat 

mesylate, with an (Half maximal effective concentration) EC50 in the 
low nanomolar range (Fig. 1) [28]. In addition, Nafamostat mesylate 
prevented SARS-CoV-2 infection of human lung cells with slightly higher 
effectiveness than Camostat mesylate [28]. Taking into consideration 
the global effect of SARS-CoV-2 on public health, the proven efficacy of 
Nafamostat mesylate and its improved antiviral activity in contrast with 
Camostat mesylate, Markus Hoffmann et al. suggest that this compound 
will be tested as SARS-CoV-2 therapy in clinical trials [28]. To date, 
given the intensive research initiative demonstrated by more than 600 
currently underway clinical trials, no appropriate medications have 
been licensed to combat or cure SARS-CoV-2, and the only routine 
therapy is compassionate care [29]. Hence, immediate inquiries are 
needed based on the fast and global dissemination of the virus to 
establish effective drugs. 

2. Remdesivir 

Remdesivir displays potent efficacy against several genetically based 

Fig. 1. Chemical structures of drugs used to fight SARS-CoV-2 infection.  
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CoVs as well as unknown new viruses such as Ebola [9,30–32]. Andrea J. 
Pruijssers et al. prove that Remdesivir and its parent nucleoside 
GS-441524 are effective in the physiologically important Calu3 2B4 cell 
line against SARS-CoV-2 and that Remdesivir has significant antiviral 
efficacy in primary human airway cultures (Fig. 2) [33]. Remdesivir’s 
efficacy was explicitly linked to the intracellular concentration of the 
pharmacologically active triphosphate (TP) metabolite, that was sub-
stantially greater in primary human airway epithelial (HAE) cultures 
relative to human lung cells (Calu3 2B4) and monkey kidney cells (Vero 
E6) [33]. Their study is compatible with recent findings indicating 
substantial contributions to natural variability in trends to host- and 
tissue-specific gene expression and microbiome-specific contributions to 
drug metabolism, stability and pharmacokinetics in various tissues [34, 
35]. Remdesivir-TP modelling on the SARS-CoV-2 RdRp showed that the 
location of Remdesivir-TP in the active site strongly matched that of the 
cognate natural substrate ATP, associated with effective RNA integra-
tion throughout viral genome replication [33]. Remdesivir reduced viral 
loads and increased lung function when administered at 1 dpi in mice 
infected with the chimeric virus SARS/SARS2-RdRp [33]. This is the first 
rigorous demonstration of potent inhibition of SARS-CoV-2 in contin-
uous and primary human lung cultures and the first study suggesting 
efficacy of Remdesivir against SARS-CoV-2 in mice [33]. 

Prior research of Remdesivir anti-SARS-CoV-2 activity recorded EC50 
values of 0.77 μM as calculated by the copy number of the genome [15], 
23.2 μM as calculated by 50 % tissue culture infectious dose (TCID50), 

26.9 μM as calculated by the copy number of the RNA [14], and 0.65 μM 
as calculated by cytopathic effect (CPE) [36], all in the Vero E6 cells. The 
efficacy of Remdesivir in Vero E6 cells (EC50, 1.65 μM) found in their 
analysis is consistent with values recorded by Wang et al., but higher 
than stated by Choy et al. [33]. Sequence analysis of the nsp12 from the 
Seattle, Washington isolates used during their research with 
SARS-CoV-2 isolates used in the previously described studies evaluating 
Remdesivir potency did not show consensus variations in the nsp12 
sequence, indicating that any isolate-specific variability in Remdesivir 
susceptibility is not likely to be attributable to discrepancies in the 
Remdesivir-TP interaction with the RdRp [33]. Thus, the variations in 
EC50 values may be partly clarified by intrinsic discrepancies in 
SARS-CoV-2 virus isolates, quantitative processes, Vero cell lineages, 
and test parameters, including such incubation time and virus entry. 

Remdesivir is the first antiviral therapy with confirmed effectiveness 
against SARS-CoV-2 in an animal model of SARS-CoV-2 [7]. Remdesivir 
therapy of rhesus macaques diagnosed with SARS-CoV-2 minimized 
acute illness and injury to the lungs [7]. The Remdesivir dosages utilized 
in rhesus macaques is similar to that used in humans; nevertheless, 
owing to the severe complexity of the disorder in rhesus macaques, it is 
difficult to precisely relate the pacing of therapy used to related disease 
periods in humans [7]. In the research of Brandi N. Williamson et al., 
therapy was given before the height of virus replication in the lungs as 
demonstrated by viral loads in bronchoalveolar lavages and the first 
results of treatment on clinical signs and virus replication were detected 

Fig. 2. Remdesivir’s possible mechanism of action against the replication of coronavirus. It also indicates the proposed binding pocket of RdRp polymerase on the 
right in a 3D structure. SARS-CoV-2 genomic organization, showing the coding regions for proteins that are possible targets for drugs [46]. This mechanism of action 
could be used for Favipiravir as well. 
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in 12 h [7]. The effectiveness of direct-acting antivirals against acute 
viral respiratory tract infections usually declines with delays of medi-
cation initiation [37]. Therefore, Remdesivir therapy in SARS-CoV-2 
patients should be started as soon as possible to obtain the maximum 
therapeutic benefit. Notwithstanding the limited of apparent respiratory 
symptoms and decreased proliferation of viruses in the lungs of animals 
treated with Remdesivir, there has been no improvement in the shed-
ding of viruses. Such a result is of particular significance regarding 
health care where a therapeutic development is not to be viewed as a 
loss of infectivity [7]. 

Although the previous study indicates the existence of Remdesivir 
metabolites in the lower respiratory tract, the drug rates in the upper 
respiratory tract have not been described, and novel formulations with 
alternate drug delivery route should be considered to boost dissemina-
tion to the upper respiratory tract, thus minimizing shedding and the 
possible risk of transmission [7]. Nevertheless, since severe SARS-CoV-2 
infection is a consequence of viral lung disease, this organ is the primary 
focus of therapy with Remdesivir. Remdesivir’s bioavailability and 
therapeutic role in the lungs of infected rhesus macaques facilitate 
Remdesivir’s treatment of SARS-CoV-2 patients. Even in severe cases of 
SARS-CoV-2 the treatment with Remdesivir did not occur in a thera-
peutic outcome in one clinical trial [38]; however, a shorter period for 
recovery was observed in another clinical trial that recruited more pa-
tients [39]. The previous study of Brandi N. Williamson et al. in rhesus 
macaques showed that therapy with Remdesivir would be treated 
appropriately as quickly as possible in order to avoid relapse to pneu-
monia in SARS-CoV-2 patients. With the continued proliferation of 
zoonotic relatives of SARS-CoV, SARS-CoV-2, and MERS-CoV in bat 
species, further outbreaks of novel CoVs are predicted [40,41]. 

The European Medicines Agency (EMA) released a professional 
opinion from the Committee for Medicinal Products for Human Use 
(CHMP) on the compassionate usage of Remdesivir on 3 April 2020 [42]. 
This assessment was mainly focused on effectiveness in the SARS-CoV-2 
and MERS-CoV animal models because no clinical efficacy data were 
accessible, and the safety profile of Remdesivir was inadequately 
described [42]. EMA-CHMP launched a rotating analysis of Remdesivir 
on 30 April 2020 with a purpose of recommending, or not recom-
mending, a Remdesivir Marketing Authorization. The required legal 
framework was a Conditional Marketing Authorization (CMA), given the 
scarcity of usable but positive data at that time and the high likelihood of 
acquiring more data [43]. Although the CHMP rotating analysis was 
underway, the opinion on compassionate use has been updated on 11 
May 2020 to extend the reach of the indication to accommodate patients 
who, according to data from the U.S. National Institute of Allergy and 
Infectious Diseases (NIAID) trial, get a SpO2 ≤ 94 % or need additional 
oxygen [43]. 

Taiwan previously approved the use of Remdesivir for patients with 
severe COVID-19 in late May 2020. This was accompanied in different 
countries/regions, including the EU and Canada, by a fast progression of 
contingent approvals [44]. An emergency use permission for Remdesivir 
was issued in the USA before these contingent approvals on 1 May 2020 
and a special emergency use authorization was issued in Japan on 7 May 
2020 [44]. A CMA application was submitted to the EMA on 5 June 
2020, and a positive risk-benefit decision was released on 25 June 2020 
by the CHMP [45]. That decision accompanied the Marketing Authori-
zation decision provided by the European Commission on 3 July 2020. 
Safety management is described in the Risk Management Plan released 
at the same time [45]. As of 25 June 2020, there has been no official 
regulatory authorization in Canada or Switzerland for Remdesivir, 
however compassionate use of the Remdesivir was available [43]. 
Therefore, the discovery and assessment of widely efficient, reliable 
anti-CoV therapies are desperately required now and in the future. 

3. Favipiravir 

Favipiravir is an analog nucleoside capable of inhibiting RNA- 

dependent polymerase and was licensed for sale in Japan in 2014 
[47–49]. It’s being used to combat influenza A and B antiviral drugs, 
which can successfully prevent Ebola virus, yellow fever virus, and so on 
[49,50]. In vitro studies have demonstrated that for SARS-CoV-2, Favi-
piravir is potent, and its EC50 is 61.88 μM [15]. To date, several clinical 
trials of Favipiravir have been performed in China for the therapy of 
SARS-CoV-2 (Fig. 2). The latest clinical trials have shown that Favipir-
avir’s therapeutic benefit is quite significant compared to the antiviral 
medication arbidol. Positive-to-negative nucleic acid, mean antipyretic 
duration, and period for the cessation of cough were higher than those of 
the arbidol group [51]. In random clinical trials, patients with 
SARS-CoV-2 are enrolled to assess the effectiveness of Favipiravir plus 
interferon-α (ChiCTR2000029600) and Favipiravir plus baloxavir mar-
boxil (an authorized influenza inhibition affecting the cap-dependent 
endonuclease) (ChiCTR2000029544) [52]. An empirical analysis per-
formed in Shenzhen, China in February 2020, found that Favipiravir had 
a slightly quicker mean period for viral clearance than Lopinavir/Rito-
navir [4 days vs 11 days (P < 0.001)] [53]. Such findings were followed 
by an early Chinese randomized clinical trial (RCT), in which therapy 
with Favipiravir contributed to a slightly higher rate of survival in 
non-critical SARS-CoV-2 patients than with Umefenovir (71.4 % vs 55.9 
% [P < 0.05]) [54]. While neither of these early findings has proven 
successful in improving the survival rate for chronically sick patients in 
this same trial [5.6 % vs 0.0 % (P = n.s.)] [54], additional trials have 
been conducted in China and Italy as a consequence. 

Despite the likely for Favipiravir usage in SARS-CoV-2 therapy, the 
safety process is essential to advise both current clinical studies and 
broader application in the future. Current Favipiravir safety data for 
SARS-CoV-2, however, and previous warnings, are restricted and chal-
lenging to obtain. Victoria Pilkington et al. examined current clinical 
data suggesting that Favipiravir is relatively healthy regarding overall 
adverse events (AEs) and serious AEs and less extreme gastrointestinal 
AEs. Nevertheless, changes in uric acid in the blood remain a health risk, 
based on a combined review of broader trials, with some proof of a 
growing dose-dependence rate. Further health issues, such as teratoge-
nicity risk and prolonged QTc (QT interval corrected for heart rate), 
have not yet been adequately tested [53]. There is data to endorse the 
short-term usage of Favipiravir in terms of safety and tolerability. 
Further data, however, is required to determine the treatment’s 
long-term impact [53]. Considering the shortcomings of the proof and 
the underlying real safety consequences, Favipiravir’s broad usage 
against pandemic SARS-CoV-2 merits caution. 

4. Hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin 

Hydroxychloroquine seems to be in the forefront of therapeutic ap-
plicants being re-used. While current prospective, randomized, regu-
lated trials are anticipated to offer further data on Hydroxychloroquine 
in the immediate future (Fig. 3), Joseph Magagnoli et al. found in their 
spatial analysis have extensive details on the usage of Hydroxy-
chloroquine with or without Azithromycin from the most organized 
healthcare program in the United States. In particular, they observed the 
usage of Hydroxychloroquine with or without Azithromycin co- 
administration did not increase survival or that the necessity for oxy-
gen therapy [19]. After the announcement on April 21, 2020, of pre-
liminary evidence from their research, two different New York groups 
have verified their results in broader datasets [55,56]. Their research 
results are comparable to the New York hospital retrospective study, 
which recorded no beneficial impact of Hydroxychloroquine therapy on 
respiratory distress or death in patients diagnosed with SARS-CoV-2 
[55]. Nonetheless, although co-administered with Azithromycin, the 
research did not comment on the efficacy of Hydroxychloroquine. They 
also discuss the mortality risks and ventilation independently, unlike the 
report, which treated all of these findings as a combined indicator [19]. 

Despite the number of clinical studies currently investigating the 
mixture of Hydroxychloroquine and Azithromycin for SARS-CoV-2 and 
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the possible synergistic toxicity of such medications, it is important to 
gain information into the results of both Hydroxychloroquine and 
Azithromycin-treated patients [23,27]. Their research findings are 
somewhat close to another latest analysis from 25 New York hospitals, 
which confirmed that Hydroxychloroquine, with and without Azi-
thromycin, was not correlated with decreased fatalities but did not 
mention the possibility of oxygen therapy [56]. The analysis reported a 
higher incidence of heart failure in patients obtaining Hydroxy-
chloroquine and Azithromycin. Previously, in patients hospitalized with 
Hydroxychloroquine or Chloroquine with or without macrolides, a 
major international registry research report found an elevated risk of 
death and ventricular arrhythmias [57]. While this research recorded a 
lack of differences in confounding factors among the groups, it regarded 
only two measurements of the illness’s seriousness. It did not correct 
other significant factors for the laboratory. The outcomes of the public 
research by Joseph Magagnoli et al. confirmed observations from both 
New York regional trials. They revealed similar mortality and oxygen 
therapy levels to the multinational study following the tendency score 
improvement dependent on several variables. In contrast to these lon-
gitudinal clinical trials, no positive benefit of Hydroxychloroquine 
therapy was found in a previous randomized control study evaluating 
Hydroxychloroquine’s effectiveness for mild to medium SARS-CoV-2 
[58]. 

Hydroxychloroquine was documented to prevent in vitro replication 

of SARS-CoV-2, with a maximum efficient concentration of 50 % (EC50) 
varying from 4.5 μM to 17 μM [20]. Higher doses of Hydroxy-
chloroquine to reach assumed concentrations of antivirals may raise the 
likelihood of adverse events. A randomized, regulated study of 
high-dose Chloroquine, the parent compound of Hydroxychloroquine, 
which was also confirmed to have in vitro antiviral efficacy against 
SARS-CoV-2 and comparable peak serum levels in people, was termi-
nated prematurely attributable to cardiac toxicity and higher mortality 
rates in high-dose SARS-CoV-2 patients administered with Chloroquine 
[59]. No gain from Hydroxychloroquine therapy with or without Azi-
thromycin in survival rates, oxygen therapy or duration of stay in hos-
pitalized SARS-CoV-2 patients was reported in Joseph Magagnoli et al. 
after correction for many related confounding variables [19]. The fa-
tality rates and mechanical ventilation rates in the analysis by Joseph 
Magagnoli et al. are close to those recorded in a broad longitudinal case 
series involving 5700 New York City patients [60]. Undoubtedly, it is 
anticipated that potential outcomes of prospective randomized clinical 
studies of Hydroxychloroquine performed in many countries in both 
hospital and outpatient settings may offer further concrete advice over 
the coming months. 

Jayalakshmi Vallamkondu et al. examined the neuroinvasive nature 
of coronaviruses, the threats of comorbidities, including diabetes and 
possible therapeutic targets and drugs [61]. Future research needs to 
establish the specific molecular and cellular connections to the pancreas, 

Fig. 3. Potential mechanisms of action against replication of coronavirus, viral assembly, and viral budding by Hydroxychloroquine. By interfering with endosome- 
mediated viral entry or the late replication stages of enveloped viruses, Hydroxychloroquine can inhibit many viruses’ replication [76,77]. For Azithromycin, this 
mechanism of action may also be used. 
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liver, kidney, heart, and brain between coronavirus infections and their 
diffusion. Such research may help physicians treat patients with weak-
ened immune systems due to hepatic cirrhosis or acquired immunode-
ficiency syndrome (AIDS) [62–65]. Medications, including 
Hydroxychloroquine and Remdesivir, are widely used to reduce the risk 
of SARS-CoV-2. Many nations also use convalescent plasma treatment 
around the world [61]. For therapeutic targets, the mechanism of viral 
entry of SARS-CoV-2, regulated by spike proteins, could also play a 
critical role. 

Rajkumar Singh Kalra et al. provided observations into the main role 
of an angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE-2) in SARS-CoV-2 infection 
and its importance in cardiovascular systemic function. Further, they 
examined the effect of Hydroxychloroquine on the replication and 
immunomodulatory activities of SARS-CoV-2 [66]. Rajkumar Singh 
Kalra et al. analyzed cardiovascular threat and the advantages of 
Hydroxychloroquine in existing clinical settings, including readouts 
from clinical COVID-19 reports so far. They include more briefing on 
major factors in the repurposing of Hydroxychloroquine and its future 
viewpoints [66]. 

Azithromycin (Azithromycin Dihydrate), a macrolide, N-Methyl-11- 
aza-10-deoxo-10-dihydroerythromycin A, it demonstrated antiviral ef-
ficacy against Zika [67–69]. Azithromycin is a safe medication that is 
commonly used in the World, including, for example, 12 million therapy 
courses in children under the age of 19 [70]. Previous research listed 
these two substances as alternative therapies for SARS-CoV-2 illness, 
Azithromycin and Hydroxychloroquine among 97 total theoretically 
active agents [71]. Hydroxychloroquine and, with much higher efficacy, 
the mixture of Hydroxychloroquine and Azithromycin were found to be 
successful in decreasing the infection rate of SARS-CoV-2 in COVID-19 
patients in an initial clinical study [21]. After the start of the outbreak 
in the Marseille area, Julien Andreani et al. have identified various 
strains and evaluated one of them, the SARS-CoV-2 IHUMI-3 in combi-
nation with Vero E6 cells, utilizing multiple doses of Hydroxy-
chloroquine and Azithromycin [72]. The use of Azithromycin and 
Hydroxychloroquine resulted in substantial inhibition of viral replica-
tion for wells comprising 5 μM of Hydroxychloroquine in conjunction 
with 10 or 5 μM of Azithromycin with 97.5 % and 99.1 % of relative 
viral reduction, respectively [72]. Several other macrolides possibly 
report observations of Azithromycin’s effectiveness on RNA viruses. 
Clarithromycin or the non-antibiotic macrolide EM900 are selective on 
in vitro rhinovirus [73,74]. In vivo, Hydroxychloroquine sulfate may be 
indicated by reducing pro-inflammatory cytokines and by adjusting the 
lysosome acidification process in the regulation of the immune response 
[74]. In severe cases of SARS-CoVs, these factors can play a keystone 
function. However, cytokines storm was involved in mouse models with 
SARS-CoV pneumonia and lung affections [75]. Parallel to this, Azi-
thromycin became recognized as inhibiting in vitro viral replication of 
the Zika virus [68]. Yet Azithromycin has been correlated with 
up-regulating interferons I and III in the sense of spreading viral infec-
tion [69]. As for the respiratory syncytial virus, it has also been 
demonstrated macrolides decrease the lysosome acidity and 
down-regulate the Intercellular Adhesion Molecule 1 (ICAM-1) protein. 
So, Azithromycin may potentialize the role of Hydroxychloroquine by 
the same pathway in the case of SARS-CoV-2 [72]. Julien Andreani et al. 
results are compatible with the treatment response of the mixture of 
Hydroxychloroquine and Azithromycin by Gautret et al. [21]. They 
endorse the therapeutic usage of this combination of medications, 
particularly at the preliminary phase of the COVID-19 infection before 
patients develop breathing difficulties with related cytokine storm and 
become less curable with any antiviral therapy. 

5. Lopinavir/Ritonavir 

Lopinavir/Ritonavir, an oral combined drug for the treatment of 
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) licensed by the US Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA), showed in vitro efficacy against certain novel 

coronaviruses by inhibiting 3-chymotrypsin-like protease (Fig. 4) [78, 
79]. There are no reported in vitro results for Lopinavir/Ritonavir on 
SARS-CoV-2. A systematic analysis of Lopinavir/Ritonavir for the ther-
apy of SARS and MERS, with most of these studying SARS, identified 
minimal accessible research [16]. High mortality and intubation rates 
were consistent with clinical trials of SARS, but their historical, obser-
vational existence avoids conclusions [80]. The scheduling of imple-
mentation during the early peak period of viral replication (early 7–10 
days) seems to be significant, as prolonged initiation of therapy with 
Lopinavir/Ritonavir has a little clinical impact [81,82]. Recent reviews 
of Lopinavir/Ritonavir with the SARS-CoV-2 therapy mainly case re-
ports and few retrospective, non-randomized prospective trials, 
rendering it impossible to assess the causal impact of Lopinavir/Rito-
navir on the treatment [81,82]. 

Cao et al. recently published the outcomes of an open-label ran-
domized controlled trial (RCT) evaluating the effectiveness of Lopina-
vir/Ritonavir vs standard care in 199 SARS-CoV-2 patients [83]. 
Pertinently, the mean period from the start of the symptom to 
randomization was 13 days (interquartile range [IQR], 11–16), with 
little disparity across groups. The first result of health progress described 
by a 2-point increase on an ordinal or hospital discharge scale of 7 
categories was comparable in all groups (16 days [IQR, 13–17] vs 16 
days [IQR, 15–17]; hazard ratio [HR], 1.31 [95 % confidence interval 
(Cls), 0.95–1.85]; P = .09) [83]. In comparison, there were no signifi-
cant variations in viral clearance or 28-day fatality rates (19.2 % vs 25.0 
%; total change, − 5.8 % [95 % CIs, − 17.3 % to 5.7 %]) were noted [83]. 
While delayed initiation of care may partly describe the inefficiency of 
Lopinavir/Ritonavir in treating SARS-CoV-2, there was no shorter 
period for clinical development for patients undergoing therapy within 
12 days (HR, 1.25 [95 % CIs, 0.77–2.05]) in a subgroup study [83]. 
Whereas further Lopinavir/Ritonavir RCTs are pending, the existing 
evidence indicates a restricted function for Lopinavir/Ritonavir in 
treating SARS-CoV-2 [80]. 

The most widely used and documented dosing protocol for SARS- 
CoV-2 therapy with Lopinavir/Ritonavir is 400 mg/100 mg twice 
every day for 14 days [83,84]. Considering the significant drug-drug 
interactions and possibly harmful drug interactions, the application of 
this drug needs careful study and control of concomitant medications. 
Lopinavir/Ritonavir negative impacts involve gastrointestinal discom-
forts such as vomiting and diarrhea (up to 28 %) and hepatotoxicity (up 
to 2 %–10 %) [85]. Such side effects can be compounded in patients with 
SARS-CoV-2 by combined treatment or viral infection, and at present, 
with SARS-CoV-2 about 20 %–30 % of patients have increased trans-
aminases [86]. A current RCT found that about 50 % of patients with 
Lopinavir/Ritonavir reported an adverse reaction, and 14 % of patients 
abandoned treatment due to negative gastrointestinal symptoms [83]. 
Transaminitis triggered by the medication is of particular importance, 
because it may worsen liver damage incurred by SARS-CoV-2. Notably, 
in some SARS-CoV-2 investigational trials, the elevations of alanine 
transaminase are exclusion criteria, suggesting that hepatotoxicity 
caused by Lopinavir/Ritonavir may restrict the capacity of patients to 
obtain both these therapies [87]. 

SARS-CoV-2 cell entry has appeared to be an enticing drug repur-
posing strategy for COVID-19. Zhang Qi et al., integrated genetics and 
chemical disruption to show that ACE-2-mediated SARS-CoV and CoV-2 
entry includes heparan sulfate (HS) on the cell surface as an assistant 
cofactor: ablation of genes involved in HS biosynthesis or incubating HS 
mimetic cells which both suppress Spike-mediated viral entry [88]. 
Zhang Qi et al., have shown that heparin/HS binds directly to Spike and 
promotes the binding of viral particles carrying Spike to the cell surface 
to encourage viral entry. They tested authorized drugs and established 
two groups of inhibitors to target this entry pathway through separate 
mechanisms. Mitoxantrone is a potent HS inhibitor among the drugs 
characterized, whereas Sunitinib and BNTX interrupt the actin network 
to abrogate HS supported viral entry indirectly [88]. Furthermore, 
Zhang Qi et al. demonstrate that both groups’ drugs can be combined to 
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produce a synergized activity towards the cytopathic effect caused by 
SARS-CoV-2. Overall, the study recognizes HS as an attachment factor 
that facilitates SARS coronavirus cells’ entry and demonstrates drugs 
capable of targeting this critical process in the viral life cycle. 

Murat Seyran et al. identified the structural bases underlying the 
pandemic potential of SARS-CoV-2, and its rapid movement over res-
piratory epithelia that enables rapid cellular entry is clarified [89]. They 
suggested that the flat sialic acid-binding domain at the N-terminal 
domain (NTD) of the S1 subunit contributes to more successful initial 
contact and association with the sialic acid layer over the epithelium 
based on prominent viral spike (S) protein characteristics, so this, in fact, 
enables faster viral ’surfing’ of the epithelium and SARS-CoV-2 receptor 
scanning [89]. The primary entry receptor for SARS-CoV-2 is an ACE-2 
protein on the epithelial surface, and protein-protein interaction assays 
showed high-affinity binding of the S protein to ACE-2 [89]. No 
high-frequency mutations have been observed to date in the S protein at 
the C-terminal domain (CTD) of the S1 subunit, where the 
receptor-binding domain (RBD) is located. Strong binding via a 
conserved viral RBD to ACE-2 means that the interaction between 
ACE2-RBD is possibly efficient. In addition, a cleavage site for furin and 
other proteases is contained in the viral S subunit, accelerating 
SARS-CoV-2 cell entry [89]. 

Sk. Sarif Hassan et al., evaluated the vulnerability of other species, 
whether they have the potential to be a possible host of SARS-CoV-2 
[90]. They selected nineteen different species (Bos taurus, Capra hircus, 

Danio rerio, Equus caballus, Felis catus, Gallus gallus, Homo sapiens, 
Macaca mulatta, Manis javanica, Mesocricetus auratus, Mustela putorius 
furo, Pelodiscus sinensis, Pteropus alecto, Pteropus vampyrus, Pan troglo-
dytes, Rattus norvegicus, Rhinolophus ferrumequinum, Salmo salar, and Sus 
scrofa) and studied the ACE-2 protein sequence compared to the human 
ACE-2 sequence from eighteen non-human species and calculated the 
degree of variation through which the sequences varied from each other 
[90]. In addition to the phylogenetic analysis, Sk. Sarif Hassan et al. 
conducted a detailed bioinformatics analysis focused on full-length 
sequence homology, polarity along with individual domain sequence 
homology, and secondary structure estimation of such protein se-
quences. Six independent clusters of nineteen species may have estab-
lished these results based on a collective study and thus predicted the 
transmission of SARS-CoV-2 inter-species [90]. 

6. Nafamostat mesylate 

Nafamostat mesylate has been known as a strong inhibitor of MERS- 
CoV entry into human epithelial cells [92]. Previously, it has been 
demonstrated that Nafamostat mesylate inhibits SARS-CoV-2 entry into 
human epithelial cells at EC50 of ~10 nM [28,93]. Nafamostat mesylate 
was utilized clinically in Japan; for preventing acute pancreatitis and 
disseminated intravascular coagulation. Its blood concentrations are 
preserved between 30–240 nM by intravenous injection, which is 
adequate to prevent the virus’s entry [93]. Nafamostat mesylate, 

Fig. 4. Lopinavir/Ritonavir potential repurposed drug candidate for SARS-CoV-2. The 3-chymotrypsin-like protease (3CLpro) enzyme has a vital function in viral 
RNA processing. Since Lopinavir/Ritonavir is a protease inhibitor, the action of 3CLpro could be inhibited, thus preventing the process of viral replication and host 
cell release [91]. 
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combined with Favipiravir, could block virus entry and replication and 
repress pathogenic host response, i.e., hyper-coagulopathy [94]. While 
most patients in this case report were relatively low, such a limited fa-
tality rate indicates that Favipiravir and Nafamostat mesylate combined 
therapy could be successful for patients with seriously ill COVID-19 
patients. A clinical trial (jRCTs031200026) will be conducted in Japan 
for the combination therapy of Nafamostat mesylate and Favipiravir 
against COVID-19 [94]. 

Camostat and Nafamostat are effective drug applicants for a drug 
treatment plan for COVID-19. In order to uncover the molecular activity 
hypothesis of these medicines and provide evidence that can help 
advance them further, Tim Hempel et al. have combined cell-based as-
says, detailed molecular experiments, and Markov modeling [95]. Prior 
studies provided evidence that both blockers work directly on Trans-
membrane serine protease 2 (TMPRSS2) and that Nafamostat is more 
active than Camostat, and this qualitative discrepancy is consistent with 
additional purified protein and cell-entry assays in addition to in vitro 
assays [28,96,97]. Tim Hempel et al. observe that between such three 
assay forms, the absolute IC50 s amounts differ, indicating variations in 
experimental parameters and which feature has been inhibited and 
calculated. Although no TMPRSS2 crystallographic structure is usable, 
they provide comprehensive all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) calcu-
lations of 280 microseconds beginning from a homology model that 
produces stable assemblies of the two protein-drug clusters of the opti-
mum structure. Throughout the protein binding site, these simulations 
sample several association/dissociation occurrences and distinct drug 
poses [95]. Their analysis demonstrates that the non-covalent com-
pounds of Camostat and Nafamostat with TMPRSS2 are comparatively 
short-lived, implying that the key inhibitory activity is attributed to the 
interaction guanidinobenzoyl ligand of the compound and the catalyzed 
serine of TMPRSS2 of the long-lived covalent acyl-enzyme complex. 
Two groups of Nafamostat can link into the S1 envelope, while there is 
only one group of Camostat. Nevertheless, Tim Hempel et al. found that 
Camostat and Nafamostat are identical in the population of S1 related 
states, indicating that non-covalent prevention is probably to become a 
slight contributor to TMPRSS2 as the whole repression [95]. Nafamostat 
mesylate attenuates respiratory inflammation in a murine asthma model 
by suppressing NF-kB activation, the essential transcription factor for 
forming inflammatory cytokines [98]. Nafamostat mesylate is also 
anticipated to have some treatment consequences. Since Nafamostat 
mesylate has been used in Japan for several years and has accrued suf-
ficient safety clinical data, Mizuki Yamamoto et al. propose that it 
should be tested in patients with COVID-19 alone or combined with 
other antiviral drugs targeting the different steps required for the pro-
duction of viruses. 

7. Current status of vaccines and their clinical readouts 

A vaccine against COVID-19 is desperately required, considering the 
unparalleled morbidity and fatalities associated with the COVID-19 
pandemic [99,100]. The FDA will likely grant emergency use licenses 
for two vaccines, Pfizer and BioNTech jointly developed one, and the 
other by Moderna against SARS-CoV-2 [101]. Both vaccines have 
demonstrated about 95 % effectiveness in combating symptomatic 
COVID-19 infections in phase III trials, referring to company press re-
ports and data made accessible by the FDA, without significant safety 
issues that could delay FDA authorization [102]. Additional phase III 
trials of vaccines produced by Janssen and AstraZeneca are ongoing; 
preliminary findings from those trials might not be far away, with 
rapidly increasing case numbers in the US. These trials equate the 
occurrence of symptomatic infection with that of a placebo control 
group of vaccine receivers [101]. Nevertheless, conducting 
placebo-controlled trials of subsequent vaccine candidates could 
become difficult once approved vaccines become readily accessible 
[103]. There is a need for alternative methods to test these vaccines and 
equate their safety and effectiveness with approved drugs. 

8. Prospective strategies for investigating upcoming vaccines 
against SARS-CoV-2 

Randomly selected, blinded clinical trials that equate the vaccines 
with placebo controls are the best clinically reliable way to investigate 
vaccines that have not yet reached clinical trials. Influential organiza-
tions have advocated for utilizing these trials to test potential candidates 
and collect initial vaccine data, even after being accepted or licensed 
[104,105]. This strategy could be sustainable for a short period of time. 
However, accessibility to emergency-authorized vaccinations is limited, 
and only selected subpopulations could be vaccinated, including 
front-line healthcare staff and nursing home occupants [106]. Never-
theless, it might no longer be practical or acceptable to involve certain 
individuals in placebo-controlled trials once approved vaccines become 
accessible in adequate quantities to start vaccinating larger populations 
at high risk of serious illnesses, like community-dwelling older people 
and people with comorbidities. Considering the significance of testing 
vaccines’ effectiveness and safety in high-risk subgroups, removing 
them from placebo-controlled trials would dramatically reduce such 
trials’ validity. 

The second strategy that is considered by the FDA in its guidelines 
once immunological effectiveness correlates including such levels of 
vaccine antigen antibodies are identified, is to administer test vaccines 
to groups of individuals and then decide based on proxy measures to 
approve or authorize such vaccines [107]. Nevertheless, to establish 
what comprises a validated substitute indicator of vaccine effectiveness, 
sufficient data is still not accessible. Furthermore, assessing effectiveness 
alone would not be sufficient; it is similarly important to assess safety, 
including comparable trials containing large numbers of participants. 
Therefore, trials focused on substitute efficiency tests, at least in the near 
term, are not a feasible strategy [108]. 

The third strategy is to perform random head-to-head trials con-
trasting a potential candidate vaccine with such a vaccine which has 
already earned an urgent or full license. In such experiments, non- 
inferiority models may be used to successfully label the new vaccine if 
symptomatic COVID-19 disease or other primary endpoints are not 
higher than the analogue group’s occurrence by a certain defined 
margin. Such trials may also promote direct safety correlations between 
the new vaccine and its established analog; these correlations are of 
special significance, due to the widespread public safety issues. Under-
standing such trials will need to trust that the analog vaccine’s historical 
effectiveness predictions from previous trials also held in the present 
trial. The high recorded effectiveness of Pfizer/BioNTech and Moderna 
vaccines reassures that if the level of infection in the new vaccine group 
is seen to be no lower than the level in the analog group, it could be 
inferred that the new vaccine was successful even without the placebo 
control group enabling clear conclusions (In other phrases, the trial 
would have the sensitivity of the test) [109]. The conduct of such a trial 
will rely on collaboration between both the producer of the new vaccine 
and the producer of the vaccine in dispute, a necessity which presents 
both logistical and financial difficulties. 

The fourth strategy will be most beneficial from a scientific and 
global health viewpoint. It will launch a multi-group pilot trial that 
might test accepted or licensed vaccines against new candidates for 
unauthorized vaccines [110]. Such a trial performed throughout Oper-
ation Warp Speed’s auspices could directly enable both proven and 
investigational vaccines to compare safety and effectiveness directly. 
Investigational vaccine groups will be introduced to the network as soon 
as the candidate vaccines in smaller, earlier-phase trials reached safety 
and immunogenicity thresholds. Candidate vaccines will be removed 
from the platform based on interim safety, and efficacy evaluations and 
their development might be terminated utilizing an adaptive design if 
they appeared to have inferior efficiency or major safety issues as 
assessed against benchmark comparators. On the other hand, once 
comforting initial safety and effectiveness data were accessible; it was 
possible to extend enrollment in novel vaccine groups to children and 
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other communities that were largely exempted from the current phase 
III trials. In other COVID-19-related settings, adaptive designs have been 
utilized, including the assessment of therapeutic drugs for hospitalized 
patients with serious illness [111]. 

9. Conclusion 

Several antiviral therapies, individually or in combination, previ-
ously utilized against SARS and MERS, FDA-approved and laboratory 
tests, have been examined against COVID-19. Nevertheless, even with 
significant efforts, no effective COVID-19 antiviral drug or vaccine is yet 
accessible [112,113]. Thus, there is an immediate need to battle this 
extremely infectious disease, which needs a thorough understanding of 
the disease’s pathology and essential techniques for new treatment 
detection. Alternative treatments, like the antiviral activity of natural 
killer cells, mesenchymal stem cells, immunotherapy, and conventional 
herbal medicine, could also be studied, in addition to currently autho-
rized antiviral drugs [114–116]. While many new therapeutic tech-
niques are developing in these desperate times, in order to ensure the 
safety and effectiveness of new drugs, more clinical trials are required 
[117]. The drug repurposing strategy rapidly brings the drug discovery 
process on track and has drawn scientists’ interest in a wide variety of 
research disciplines [118,119]. Drug development periods are reduced 
because all these crucial processes can be circumvented due to the ex-
istence of in vitro and in vivo profiling reports, complete chemical 
preparation, toxicity tests, bulk production, suitable and sufficient 
assessment, and pharmacokinetic studies of FDA-approved drugs [120, 
121]. Besides, greater expenditures are not needed, and repurposed 
drugs have been shown to be effective in clinical trials, thus also 
reducing attrition rates [118,122]. Therefore, drug repurposing’s key 
benefits are related to the proven safety of the approved candidate 
drugs, dramatically shortened periods for production, and the expenses 
involved with progressing a candidate into clinical studies. 

Drug repurposing has become a successful drug development 
approach because of the costly and time-consuming conventional drug 
development method with higher failure rates. Drug repurposing allows 
the discovery in shorter periods of new old medications applications, 
while being cost-effective with lower turnover rates, thereby benefiting 
patients and the overall healthcare system. Day by day, with a growing 
multitude of new viral infections, it is important to discover therapeutics 
in parallel. While many therapeutics have been demonstrated to be 
successful against different respiratory viral infections, such as influenza 
and some coronavirus strains, the critical challenge is developing 
resistance to established antiviral drugs. In addition, new types of vi-
ruses like SARS-CoV-2 are generating a disease outbreak scenario. A 
very effective way of exploiting drugs with proven safety profiles to 
tackle the coronavirus epidemic is to repurpose FDA-approved thera-
pies. Nevertheless, it is important to choose the correct delivery method 
and delivery route for drug administration and deliver repurposed drugs 
directly to the target site. Repurposing may be a great possibility with 
clinical delivery intervention. Furthermore, the integration of pharma-
ceutics and toxicology is necessary in order to resolve dosing and safety 
concerns. 

The FDA has now approved Hydroxychloroquine and Remdesivir, 
but recent studies on comorbidities patients remain controversial [123]. 
To eliminate SARS-CoV-2 infection, several physicians have repurposed 
Ebola, SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and HIV medications. The clinical treat-
ment of the disorder also uses IL-6 and convalescent therapy [123]. 
Ramesh Kandimalla et al. describes both the scope of possibilities and 
the sharp lack of drug pathways, effectiveness, and consequences 
knowledge [123]. Therefore, a fast emphasis on drug repurposing and 
effective therapeutic delivery methods and inhaler devices is important 
to treat diseases caused by multiple viruses, including SARS-CoV-2, and 
the development of vaccines needs to be accelerated in order to save 
lives. 
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